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About this Book

The book is written basically to help new start-ups understand a little part of the business. kindly note
that the points stated are from personal experience to guide upcoming bakers with less than two years
experience in the industry.
 
I realised lately, if i had known some of these truth earlier or if somebody somewhere had been opened
on these issues, i would probably have achieved more in business.
 
We only know that getting right knowledge is key. All the right knowledge in my industry has
overshadowed the other major part called DOING BUSINESS.
 
Doing business has brought some bakers frustration, disappointment, loss and unfulfilment. They kept
thinking something must be wrong with them.
No , I say nothing is wrong with you, you only missed the most vital information called doing cake
business. If you’ve taken beginners class, finishing class, sugarcraft class…. Business class should be
part of the list
 
Cake making business is NOT as rosy as the cake itself looks when it comes to pricing. It is a luxury
and only those who can afford it, celebrate with it.
 
The focal point of this book is to give awareness to upcoming bakers, so they don’t make the same
mistake we made, focusing on skills and neglecting other aspect of the business, as such we have
wasted years while trying to make the business survive. Wasted years? Yes, all because we lack the
real life knowledge that doing business is not endowed, the skills are learnt overtime, via experiences,
past mentors and faster through paying for business classes.
 
I hope you can pick on some few mistakes you’ve made, you’re making or you’re about to make and
take the faster route to success by taking actions on the tips given under each point.
 
 
 
.

NOTE

Please note that this copy is a raw copy (unedited)

As at the time this ebook was released, we had a deadline in mind, so there was no time to

outsource

we intend to revise and do proper editing

bear with us incase of any error noticed.

Thank You
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1)      ZERO  BUSINESS KNOWLEDGE      
 

What is business knowledge? why do we need business knowledge? 

We were trained on how to bake the cake, make the buttercream, decorate the cake, make

sumptuous pies, small chops, Bust cake, royal icing string work, cake painting and so much

more.

 

The mistake we made is that we refuse to invest in the knowledge of this business. We thought

the skills will sort things out

 

I actually had the mindset that, when you do a good job, your customers will locate you. Hmmm

….it sounds true but, I discovered while running business that with all the best of the jobs done,

customers only tend to those who follow those ‘trickish’ business principles. They get customers

consistently, ofcourse that offer good services too but they have added the icing to their cake by

getting the right knowledge to boost their business.

For instance, this e-book is to create more awareness about Excelvifem, you are reading it and

now you know there’s a business called Excelvifem. I could have been sleeping instead of writing

this book, but I choose to promote my brand. That’s the idea.

What are you thinking that can move your business further? how can we get to know your

business?

 

We’re so skillful but lack how to start selling, how to keep financial records, how to advertise,

customer relationship, how to stay in business and more importantly how to be the best at what

we do…Nope, that’s painfully not part of cake classes it’s a business course.

 

Ofcourse, we’re used to that phrase “ha, doing business is not easy o” what exactly is not easy

about about doing being.

They refuse to mention, operation cost, maintenance cost, salary , government permit and bills

(When I new in business, I forgot to pay before the official visit the shops. My shop was locked

and we had to go to their office to make payment with a plea. Really, it’s frustrating because they

claim we didn’t clean our gutter, which my sales girl did. Just imagine if I had an urgent order to

deliver that morning) Business is not dilly dally, you have to be strong and be ready to go all out

 



All these costs are added together and when you subtract it from your income, what you have left

is gross profit, which is always meagre. That’s if you even have anything left.

Why?

Our pricing has fault since we have no idea that this passion we invested heavily in is called

BUSINESS. We put price on our goods/cakes in the head based on emotions. This means, we

don’t even know our cost. So its difficult to put a price on our cakes

 

I challenge you to get on a paper all the cost you think you’re incurring, from fuel to

transportation, feeding, bills, gas etc in a month add it altogether and substract this expenses

from your income for each month (income from your sales)

 

We were made to understand that experience will teach you but in the process you might loose a

lot of money or may not be able to operate the business after two or three years.

 

Lets define our business and separate it from relationships. Lets have the understanding that

family are meant to help the business grow. Business is not created to be their free option, if you

didn’t do the business, they’ll pay for the service/product somewhere else.

This doesn’t negate the fact that, there are times you want to give them discounts or give them

gifts for patronage. You can do so if you so wish.

 

The moment you start off your business with free offers for all their orders, it’ll be hard to later tell

them to pay for it.

Remember it’s a business youre running and you need to cover cost.

Know your business as BUSINESS!

 

TIPS

·        We need knowledge on doing business, its different from cake baking course. You can get

trained by professionals in such field.

 

·        You can book sessions with experienced people in the industry who has successfully build

their brands.

·        You can as well read up on those areas of business you don’t understand.

·        Get knowledge on book keeping, petty cash, financial statement etc



2)    NO PROFESSIONAL SKILL

  The mistake we make here is that you look for close friends who are capable of making

these pastries to teach you (whether they get it right or not, we learn it anyway).

 

Don’t start your business by getting trained by someone who has an idea of what you need to

start the business.

Have you made a decision to be a cake maker(chef patisserie)? If yes, It is not earned

indoors. Go to the school where such trainings are conducted. The common excuse is ‘no

money’. What ive discovered is that, if you really want to achieve something in life, you will

go all out to get it, whether by partime work or soliciting from friends and families or visiting

the place to strike a deal. Ofcourse, we are too proud to make these moves, that keeps us in

the same position, year in, year out.

 

The least you can do is to take a basic class in cake making and Decorations or pastry

making.

Get certified first before talking about a shop. Its like doctor who has not earned degree

planning his office to attend to client, what exactly will he diagnose? Lol

Get trained by a professional by attending a cake school or a culinary place if you wish to

add cookery.

TIPS:

Trained and certified professionally.

* To be a Cake maker – Attend a Cake school (They cover most areas of cake making most

often)

* To be a Chef patisserie/Cook – Attend a Culinary school (Note: not all culinary schools are

good with cakes (if your focus is cake, then add some cake courses )



3)      LUCRATIVE OUTLOOK 

  Most businesses, even cake businesses looks very lucrative on the outside most expecially at the

start-up stage. After the one to three years, the reality begins to set in for small businesses, it

appears like a scam.

 

The truth is, it is lucrative but needs time and funding.

Reason is that, some people had enough capital from their past job, to keep their business moving

for more than a year, and some have financial back-up from their hubby (Ofcourse most women fall

into this category) or family members…. Don’t be deceived. Some operate on loan for start-up. All

these means of getting funds are not wrong, infact theyre very good. Im saying don’t judge a book

by its cover. The way they have been able to get a big office, cake van, etc is not because  they

already made that profit. Some may have (ofcourse after years of operation) while some just had to

get funding to run the business, expecting to make the money back and probably refund.

It takes time to develop cake business to a level it can fund some major expenses. Be ready for

that and patiently build the business

 

Another mistake we make here is that, that money from outside does not belong to you, it is a

LOAN to the business. So, as you run your business based on gift from hubby or personal funds,

note that it should be treated as a loan, which your business after months/years of operation

should be able to pay back. That’s how you know if your business is lucrative or not

 

Nope, cake business don’t pay back fast. Don’t expect to cover your expenses in first year….thats

why its advisable to have it as a side business first, if you still work in an office before to launch

completely into the business, make sure it is stable to cover expenses, do your math properly

Observe the industry very well, those successful cake businesses have been around for years not

months. So don’t make the mistake of the lucrative outlook the business has, if your family totally

depend on cake business as the only source of livelihood, you need get additional business within

the industry that helps with income rather than only waiting for every celebrant to come.



If focusing on celebrant is your goal then its fine, go after them, don’t wait for them to come and

ask you. Ask them their dates so send them reminder for order in school, church, offices etc

environment you are. You can as well do online adverts as a cake shop to pre-order.

 

Cake business is capital intensive if you want ease of operation

Infact, this part is so funny that, you will think if you buy a mixer of N500,000 you will make sales

that will cover the asset in months, it’s a wrong assumption.

Its so wrong, cake business is lucrative and requires heavy investment.

·        Buying big cake tools, does not mean the business is doing great.

·        Seeing a beautiful cake shop does not mean its profitable.

·        Baking everyday for clients does not mean you are making profit.

You need to check your cost of operations per day, week, month and sincerely subtract the

expenses from the income. Then you will be sure of exactly how much you are making in a month

 Don’t be discouraged please, you can start with as low as the amount you have with neatness in

place, you will build gradually. Rather than big equipments for a start-up, focus on little start-up

cost you can afford and build gradually

TIP

·        Start with what you have, don’t wait to get a big sign post (infact this does not mean

customers will rush down to your shop, youre only adding unnecessary cost on sign post bill)

·        Prioritize your tools, you can not buy everything, so buy the most important tool at a time

·        Even if you buy with your personal money, it’s like a loan to the business. Treat it as such



4)    TOO MUCH IN A HURRY TO START

The truth is that the urge to start earning a living having spent much on our training school makes

us launch out faster than we are ready for it. This sometimes leads to early closure or frustration

from the business,

Starting requires preparation and planning.

 

Yes, you can start the way you are and with what you have but not necessarily getting a shop first

 and all the big machines fast such that the business looks great at the start but because it lacks

internal structure, it begins to crumble in the first few months.

 

Your next step after getting trained should be setting up an internal structure that can work for your

business. Yes internal structure or call it business structure.

How do you want to run the new business?

Is it a sole proprietorship or partnership or limited liability?

How many staff do you want to start with? Or do you want to run the whole activity yourself ?(its

okay if that’s what you can afford) but decide and plan your start.

What services can you start offering?

What services will you add in the future?

What do you need now to start now? (itemize them on a paer even if you don’t have the money)

What are the most important things to get now?

 

TIPS:

·        Start with a business plan, by answering the questions above

·        Write out the skills you personally have and certifications

·        Itemize the business you can run very well from skills/certification you acquired

·        Invest in a business coach to start the journey with you or invest in good business books or

online courses.

This tip looks like its not necessary but this will save you a lot of head ache plus heart ache J



5) NO GOAL PLAN  

Setting goals have been seen to be strictly for big corporations and not for new business owners

whereas this is not true. Goals are very important part of your plan when starting a business.

Why? Because , its what drive your business, its what give you focus on your hustle, its what feeds

your energy to do more. All because you want to achieve your goals, either sales or business or

personal goals.

Goals has to be set and there should be a deadline to every goal you set.

 

That is, at the end of this month I should be able to make sales worth of lets say N80,000 or

N100,000. Etc at the end of the month (If all you sold in cakes is just N50,000) don’t feel bad, just

look inwards into what you could have done better and adjust your services.

 

I should have acquired a financial skill of keeping records. Etc

Setting these goals will let you remember you have a target and it makes you work harder

Seriously, when we don’t set goals, its like walking around like headless chicken.

When we set outrageous goals,  its like expecting a miracle…. (Im not discouraging you but im

saying  be realistic in setting your goals)

 

If you want to buy a mixer worth two hundred thousand naira. It means your profit goals should be

noted, if you want more sales, you set goals to reach more people, via adverts and the rest.

Goals push you into the zone you want your business to be. When you reach there you will know if

you have achieved the goal you set, then you are successful

I set a goal to be very good with sculpting, with serious practices and consistency, yes I achieved

it.

 

You can achieve your dream, start as small as you can , to make N10 per day is a goal, one

follower per day on Instagram is a goal, one cake per day/week is a goal, big sales per month is  a

goal

Be focused on your GOAL



6)       NO FINAINCIAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE
BUSINESS  (Start-Up cost)

For any business to operate, there is a cost attached to operations. This thereby applies to baking

business, most often, bakers have not worked in any outlet before neither have they served as

apprentice under any professional to expose them to the daily cost of running a cake shop or a

pastry shop.

Its not an offence if you don’t have these experiences, its just that they are vital to the running of

the business. You need to know what your cost are and your cost of running the business will be

difference from another persons cost of running the  business. So you need to acquire a skill if you

don’t have someone doing the accounting part for you. Acquire the basic skill you need to keep

your account in check

 

KNOW YOUR START-UP COST

Some of the costs incurred in business are:

Office space (Rent)

Equipment and supplies

Utilities

Licenses and permits

Inventory

Employee salaries

Advertising and marketing

Market research

Printed marketing materials

Making a website

Market research

Accounting and legal advice

Telephone/internet installation

Licenses and Insurances



Equipment, Fixture and Fittings purchases

Staffing and Wages

Raw materials and Stock purchase.

Research expenses

Insurance, license and permit fees

Equipment and supplies

Advertising and promotion

Employee expensenses

Technological expenses

 

 

TIPS

·        Make sure you get a start-up capital to run your business

·        Select which of the cost is most important based on your budget

·        Get financial advice from accountants you know to reduce cost

·        Set sales goal that can cover the above costs (just know the cost peculiar to your own

business, not compulsorily  all the points above)

·        There are short courses for business owners or books. You can choose to attend physical

training, online training or buy books. Whatever soothes you.

You can as well get a manager to carry the headache



7)     TEMPTATION TO SELL TO EVERYONE

YES, we should sell to everyone that falls into the category of consumers,  but don’t be tempted,

not everybody is your customer.

Don use other people’s price to judge your own pricing. You don’t incur the same cost. The amount

they get their cake ingredients is different from the amount you get yours. Factors surrounding their

operations may also be different from yours.

So, don’t be tempted by your competitor getting large customers due to cheap price and you

decided to do the same to get the multitude. If you’re not covering the cost then you’re running at

loss.

(For instance, your colleagues may be using his/her house for the business, meanwhile youre

paying rent.



YOUR COST
You’re paying rent
You’re paying for fuel and gas
You employed staff(s)
You work 7am – 5pm
You fuel your car or spend on transportation
You pay for printed materials
You buy cake materials in retail
You buy tools in bits
Clients in your location request buttercream, so margarine is a great option
You have one staff or probably only yourself
You power a shop
You supply market women
You market through word of mouth and referrals

HIS/HER COST
 

He/she is using their property/owned shop
He/she uses from the fuel or gas provided for the home
He/she uses nieces, cousins and free apprentices
He/She works round the clock
He/she does need to do that, it’s their home
He/she uses their printer at home for their print out
He/she buys in bulk, store them and uses as at when needed
He/she imports and sell different tools and even new ones.
Clients in his/her location request dessert cakes with chocolate dripping. Butter is a
must for her clients
He/she has 10 staffs (family members inclusive)
He/she powers a flat
He/she supplies corporate organizations
He/she has a strong online platform and pay for ads to get clients



Bakers, YOU DON’T HAVE THE SAME COST, YOUR PRICING HAS TO BE DIFFERENT………

DON’T PUSH IT!

Stay true to your own cost and make profit.

Sometimes, because customer price you down and you really want to take the order by all means,

you agreed to collect the job at such a low fee. You will probably end up getting complaints for a

bad job or you will spend your personal money to get the job completed. If that is what you want,

then it’s fine, but if you wanted more, then stick to your price

 

Ofcourse, there are few instances where you’re trying to make someone your client and you go

lower than your regular prices. This actually happens and it’s a strategy if done properly

 

In summary, know your cost and stay true to it to make profit. Don’t underprice your work. Get paid

for the value you offer.

Do you over value? Then take your money.



8)    “I KNOW IT ALL” SYNDROME and
COMPLACENCY

This actually affect most bakers because of our long time experience in the business, it becomes

difficult to humble ourselves to learn (Just incase we have experienced bakers reading this book)

 

We always have better way of doing things.” I know it all” will only make your methods “outdated”

Its better to get exposed to new knowledge and learn any new skill in the industry that can change

the face of your business

You might have been in business for years and yet be lacking some vital business skill. Until you’re

reviewed by a business expert, you may think you’re on track, whereas you’re doing it wrong.

Where we are seems like the best place we should be. We are too convenient with where we are.

We love playing the local champion in our town. Its time to come out.

 

There are thousands of people better than me and you … STOP PLAYING LOCAL

THINK beyond NOW

Are you thinking of how to progress or expand ?

Are you considering our business as a local or international brand?

Are you looking out for new ideas to help us promote our business?

Are you looking into our methods and recipes to make them better?

Are you looking for ways we can run the business better?

Are you aware of international bodies in cake industry?

Do you have someone great in the industry you look up to?

We really need to strive to grow beyond where we are…. 

THERE’S A BETTER PLACE BEYOND HERE



TIPS

·        Attend updated cake classes

·        Apply new techniques in your cakes

·        Having a mentor is not a bad idea. While some are engaged with payment, some are free.

Whoever has what you want , go ahead and make efforts to meet them of ask them for answers.

No time to waste time J

·        Attend business seminars or send staffs  (you are running a business, you need to know

more about the way the economy is affecting your business)

 

NO ONE KNOWS IT ALL, MYSELF INCLUSIVE. I’M STILL LEARNING A LOT.



9)    LACK OF ZEAL TO PRACTICE
 (No market, no work)

We always wait for opportunity before we start running from pillar to post to get a difficult order

done. While waiting for that big order, why not take your free time to develop your skills? Even

though, you may have other businesses to attend to as long as you are the decorator, there is need

for constant practice to keep you on top of the game.

 

You cant be perfect at everything. So those grey areas only need your attention. If you need a

professional training to get it right at first, do so. After your training, you still need a lot of practice

to do to master such skill.

My advise, any training you will undertake and you won’t have time to practice, its better to

postpone till when you can undergo the training and practice as well

What you don’t practice, you will most likely forget.

If you see anybody mastered a skill, they have spent a lot of time doing try and error

(when I started doing edible scultures, there were times that it came out bad, I had to pull it down

severally and remake…..we don’t share that part on social media. So, note that behind every

perfect job you see, there are hundreds of failed attempts behind the scene.

 

TIPS

·        Keep practicing whether you have a cake order or not

·        Keep searching for innovations in the cake industry



10)    LACK OF FAITH

We don’t believe in God to help us. We think we can do it on our own. The first thing we need to

note is that we didn’t create ourselves. We have a creator who owns everything, including the

wisdom we are using. If only we can commit our every step to Him to help us. I believe He will

respond by giving courage to proceed and grace to believe in your own self

Believe in God, pray to Him to help you, then believe in yourself that “I CAN DO IT’’ I CAN MAKE

IT

Have an amount of faith in yourself, know that you can do it. The truth is if you don’t believe in

yourself then, there is greater probability for failure.

 

Face your fears and BELIEVE. (I was afraid of sculpting but at a point I decided to do it afraid, I

was ready for the worst). Guess what? The worst that can happen is that you weren’t able to

succeed at it. The good news is if you don’t loose faith, it will become possible as you keep trying

again and again, whether its for business or for a skill

You only fail when you give up.

 

This is actually the biggest point you need to note

Tips

·        Pray to God for more inspirations

·        Pray for your staff

 

BELIEVE IN GOD, BELIEVE IN YOU
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